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INTRODUCTION

APPLICATION OF SECTION 169

The special amortization deduction for pollution control

facilities was introduced into tax law as a part of the Tax Reform

Act of 1969 (Section 704)5 with the general purpose of encouraging

private enterprise to cooperate in the nation's efforts, to cope

with the increasing problems of industrial pollution. The Ways and

Means Committee justified the provision primarily as an equity provision

necessary to spread the cost of pollution control to the general



pulilic~ and as an inducement of voluntary compliance with antipollution

legislation. The Treasury Department similarly perceived the

legislation as an interest-free loan which was a type of cost-sharing. 6

For pollution control facilities which qualify under section 169

of the Internal Revenue Code, the taxpayer is allowed to recover his

costs over a 60-month period. This 60-month amortization is limited

to that fraction of the basis of a facility allocable to the first

15 years of the asset's life.

The amount saved (or lost) by electing Section 169 over other

allowable methods of depreciation, assuming (1) $1,000 basis with

no' salvage value, (2) a marginal tax rate of 50%, (3) an investment

credit of 7% would otherwise be allowable, and (4) the taxpayer

discounts future tax benefits at 10% per year, is given in Table 1.

TABLE 17
Amount Saved (or. Lost) from Election of Section 169

Years of Useful Life8 SYD* DDB** SL*** If No Investment Credit was
Otherwise Allowable
SYD* DDB** SL***

5 5**** (96) (99) (70) (26) (29) 0
9 6 (48) (42) (5) (18) (7) 18

10 7 (38) (30) 10 (1) 1 34
12 8 (19) (8) 35 10 14 50
13 9 (9) 2 46 22 28 65
14 10 0 12 58 32 40 80
15 12 8 24 68 51 62 105

15 78 94 138

* Sum-of-the-Years'-Digits Depreciation Method
** Double-Declin~ng-Balance Depreciation Method
*** Straight-Line Depreciation Method
**** Years applicable to calculations for no investment credit

otherwise allowable
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Table 1 does not take into consideration the effects of the special

depreciation deduction under Section 179 or the special "averaging

conventions" of the ADR System. With an otherwise allowable investment

credit, there is generally little or no advantage in electing

Section 169 for facilities with a useful life of less than 15 years.

Witlt no otherwis.e allowable investment credit, the election of

Section 169 is advantageous for facilities with a useful life greater

than 7 years. Due to speciJic concern with utilities, the differential

noted in Table 1 is exaggerated since one-half of the investment

tax credit is also available on facilities applying rapid amortization.

It should als.o be noted that the Tax. Reduction Act increased the

investment credit from 7% to 10% for property acquired and placed

in service from January 21, 1975 to January 1, 1977~ (however,

public utility property limits the investment credit to four-sevenths of

h · 1 dO f ° ° h °1° 10) hte norma creit or investment in te nonutl lty property --t ese

variations should offset one another in the calculations presented.

It is evident that pollution facility rapid amortization offers

savings. However, the central issue is whether net. savings result

when alternative means of handling pollution control are considered.

The tax legislation specifies:

Profitmaking Abatement Works, Etc.--The Federal
certifying authority shall not certify any property
under subsection (d)(I)(B) to the extent it appears
that by reason of profits derived through
the recovery of wastes or otherwise in the
operation of such property, its costs wil]
be recovered over its actual useful life.·{~ection l69(e))

This section's purpose is to prevent provision of windfall to companies

which recycle waste products on a commercial basis. Despite its
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reasonable purpose, this section may create disincentives to

developing integrated waste control/recycling options. To exemplify

the trade-off that Section 169 poses to a public utility, a comparison

of the relative savings of amortizable pollution control facilities,. .

nonqualifyi,ng alternatives, and the non capital-intensive low sulfur

fuel alternative, will be presented.

A comparison is made between two types of capital investments:

one assuming qualification under Section 169 and the other one not

qualifying for'rapid amortization, and low sulfur fuel. The key

variables will be identified to facilitate readers' adjustment to

particular decisions in analyzing the impact of tax incentives upon

investment decisions. By substituting a particular project's

relevant statistics this sensitivity analysis can be fitted to

numerous investment decisions. The key issue faced is the "cost"

of tax incentives in terms of productivity and efficiency "wasted"

in operations. Tax incentives can encourage the purchase of inefficient

capital equipment, the opting for capital expenditures where low

sulfur fuel or a similar option is preferable in real productivity

terms, and can impact the very alternatives considered by utilities--

e.g. unless the capital equipment qualifies under Section 169 it is

not considered a viable alternative.

The key variahles in this analysis include : capital investment,

capacity, operating costs, useful life, salvage value, investment

credit, and depreciation method.11 It should be recognized that a

ceiling of $25,000 plus 25% to 50% of the current year's tax liability

exis,ts for the investment tax credit, but carrybacks and carryovers of

unused credits are allowed. For the purposes of this analysis, such
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restrictions on the level of the investment credit are ignored.

Another consideration with respect to the investment credit is that

coal plants have 15% of capital investments not subject to investment

tax credit due to ITV-AFDC inclusion, per discussion with utility

company representatives. No adjustment has been made for this

15% lowered· base.

The analysis that follows was developed for a 15 year life,

due to the restriction in Section 169 of the Internal Revenue Code,

that if the remaining useful life at the time of adopting the 60 month

amortization exceeds 15 years, such amortization may only be applied

to that portion of the adjusted basis equivalent to the ratio of

15 over the total useful life of the equipment. Hence the 15 year

example should illustrate a maximum differential, for that size of

equipment purchase.

The 4/7 restriction on the investment credit is specified'

for public utilities under Section 46f of the Internal Revenue Code;

the use of 7% is conservative, but realistic for the purchase date

involved (conservative in light of current 10 and 11% credits

available). Note also that no additionalfirst~yeardepreciation

is permitted, and therefore is not considered in the analysis.

In the analysis a purchase date of 1/1/69 is assumed and

a salvage value of 10% is utilized. In the present value calculations,

the salvage values are not included since they are equivalent in the

qualified and nonqualifying examples.

The three-way comparison of public utility investment opportunities

appears on the next page in Table 2.
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TAB.LE 2
A Three-Wa.y Comparison of Public Utility Investment Opportunities

6

LOW~SULFUR COAL Wellman-Lord Flue
Gas Desulfurization
System (SCRUBBER)

Assume Cost is Similar
to Scrubber but is
not qualified under
Section 169

REQUIRED CAPITAL INVESTMENT:
C in $ million)

1.52 73.97 73.97.

INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT
(.07 : 50% for qualifying equipment and 4/7 limit for public utilities):

1.52 x .07 x 4/7 =.0608 73.97 x .07 x 4/7 x .5 =

1.4794

73.97 x .07 x 4/7

2.9588

DEPRECIATION
(Rapid Amortization is used for the qualifying alternative and Double
Declining Balance (DDB) is used for the other two options):

YEARS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

1.52 x .1334
(1/15 x 2 = DDB

.203

.176

.152

.132

.114

.099

.086

.074

.065

.056

.048

.042

.036

.032

73.97 - 7.397 (Salvage Value)
= 66.573 divided by 60 mo.
1.10955 ; similarly 65.46

rate) divided by 60 mo. =
1.10955 ••• 12 months, or

13.3146

13.3146

13.3146

13.3146

13.3146

TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)

73.97 x .1334
(1/15 x 2 DDB)

9.87

8.55

7.41

6.42

5.65

4.81

4.17

3.61

3.13

2.71

2.35

2.04

1.77

1.53



LOW-SULFUR COAL

Table 2 (CONTINUED)

YEARS

Wellman-Lord Flue
Gas Desulfurization
System (SCRUBBER)

Assume Cost is Similar
to Scrubber but is
not qualified under
Section 169

7

15 .027 1.33

CONVERSION TO PRESENT VALUE ASSUMING A 10% DISCOUNT RATE:

YEARS PV FACTOR DEPRECIATION PV YEARS DEPRECIATION PV
1 8.97

1 .9091 .185 2 7.06
2 .8264 .145 5-year ANNUITY 3 5.57
3 .7513 .114 4 4.38
4 .6830 .09 13.3146 5 3.51
5 .6209 .07 x 3.7908 6 2.72
6 .5645 .056 7 2.14
7 .5132 .044 50.473 8 1.68
8 .4665 .035 PV of Depr. 9 1.33
9 .4241 .028 10 1.04
10 .3855 .022 11 .824
11 .3505 .017 12 .65
12 .3186 .013 13 .513
13 .2897 .010 14 .403
14 .2633 .008 15 •. 318
15 .2394 .006

SUMMATION : .843 41.108
PV of Depreciation PV of Depr.

AT THE END OF 5 YEARS COMPARISON OF PV OF DEPRECIATION CHARGES:

50.73 29.49
DIFFERENCE =21.24

AT THE END OF 15 YEARS COMPARISON OF PV OF DEPRECIATION CHARGES:

50.473 41.108
DIFFERENCE = 9.365

INVESTMENT CREDIT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN QUALIFYING AND NONQUALIFYING OPTIONS:

1.4794 2.9588
DIFFERENCE = 1.4794

TOTAL COST COMPARISON:

27.91 annually 25.45 annually 25.45 annually
DIFFERENCE = 2.46



Table 2 suggests that qualifying equipment represents a

9.365 million dollar savings in terms of a depreciation tax shield

in present value terms. This advantage over nonqualifying equipment

is only offset partially by the investment tax credit advantage

on nonqualifying (under Section 169 of the Internal Revenue Code)

of 1.4794 million dollars in present value terms. The impact of this

net $7.8856 million advantage of equipment purchases qualifying for

rapid amortization is to encourage purchase of less efficient facilities

which do qualify for the tax break (it is assumed that more efficient

facilities that do not qualify under Section 169 exist). In this

analysis double-declining-balance depreciation was assumed for the

nonqualifying e.quipment which would lead to the minimum difference

between depreciation tax shields provided by qualifying and nonqualifying

capital expenditures; if sum-of-the-years!~digitsdepreciation or

straight-line depreciation is assumed, the potential loss of

productive efficiency in decision making would grow in excess of the

$7.8856 million level computed in Table 2.

The total cost figures suggest an advantage for capital expenditure

alternatives such as the scrubber over the raw material alternative

of low sulfur coal. However, there are numerous factors to consider in

evaluating the relative merits of the advantages: (1) construction time

involved for the scrubber would range from 3to 5 .years which would

lower the present value of the tax shield from depreciation, increase

the time horizon for. meeting pollution standards by means of the scrubber,

and.decrease the flexibility of the company; (2) technological progress

in the pollution control area has been and will likely continue to be

at a rapid pace--commitment to a scrubber type of alternative decreases
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a c01npany~s ability to take advantage of new technological

developments which may result in increased efficiency and cost savings--

(3) with only a 2.46 million dollar annual difference in total cost

representing 08.8% of the total cost of the low sulfur fuel alternative

potential errors in underlying assumptions, measurements, and estimates

of cost data could easily shift the relative total cost figures in

favor of low sulfur fuel; and (4) although the fixed cost versus

variable cost percentages of total cost are not available for the

varied alternatives, by comparison of the capital expenditure levels

it seems reasonable to assume that the low sulfur fuel would have

the larger percentage of variable expenses which would again indicate

more flexibility. to adjust to new technology and new government

regulations--e.g. Carter's proposal for specific pollution control

equipment being mandated for public utilities.

Table 2 was generated based on the capi.tal costs and annual

total cost figures provided by Dr. John H. Wile in a recent National

Economic Research Associates, Inc. project. 12 It would be of interest

to secure the detailed computations of annualized costs and determine

the percentage of variable versus fixed costs, the nature of the

assumptions and their impact on estimates,. the plausible variance

in estimates, and estimated error in measurement of sample data.

Such detailed analysis would shed additional ligh.ton the significance

of cost differences between the low sulfur fuel and scrubber alternatives

as well as the flexibility argument favoring low sulfur fuel.

By investigation of the analysis thus far it is evident:

a} The longer th.e life, the greater the advantage
of pollution control facilities (up to 15 years)
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b) The less depreciation normally taken (e.g. straight
line or sum-of-the-years~-digits) the greater the
advantage of pollution control facilities

c} The greater the salvage value, the more advantage
double--declining-balance has over the amortization
method

d} As the discount value increases with longer lives,
the pollution equipment qualifying under Section 169
is preferred

e} The greater the purchase, the less the pollution
control equipment.is considered with respect to
the investment credit.

However, the key question as to incentive creating effects is

how much efficiency in terms of real cost of production without tax

considerations will be traded off to attain a given level of tax

postponement for pollution control facilities. This is best

demonstrated by setting capital investments equivalent as is done

in the comparison between qualifying and nonqualifying scrubbers in

Table 2. The analysis in Table 2 suggests that a company could have

efficiency of nonqualifying investment alternatives or the low

sulfur fuel alternative in excess of the qualifying scrubber in

the amount of 9.365, or adjusted for the investment credit differential

7.8856 million dollars, and yet not accept the nonqualifying or noncapital-

intensive alternatives.

Concern for the "inefficiency" of pollution control expenditures

is indicated by environmental protection facilities' reports

issued by public utility companies which expressly compare the best

engineering judgment to the selected alternative (reported to be in

the $100,000 to $200,000 range). Such company reports may help to

encourage a cost/benefit analysis in present value terms of the old

and new system which in turn, should lead to adoption of more

efficient investments and/or procedures despite their ineligibility
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for rapid amortization. Such a change in policy will result in a

smaller rate base which could present another obstacle to proper analysis

of investment decisions.

RELATED ISSUES

Numerous issues deserve mentioning in the discussion of

depreciation and the investment tax credit impact;...... involving public

policy, social welfare, and equity issues.

Section 167 (1) which defines the permissible manner by which

regulated public utilities may depreciate their public utility

property has the stated goal, in the words of the legislators, to

reduce the Government's loss of·revenue caused by utilities

flowing through to their customers the tax·benefits of accelerated

depreciation. Basically the legislators contend that accelerated

depreciation provides tangible tax benefits to the utility firm

which in turn reduces the rates charged to customers. This results

in reduced taxable income for the utilities and reduces the income

tax to those firms. The Memphis Light·Decision described in depth

by Timothy M. Kelleher13 exemplifies this goal of lowering

depreciation tax benefits to public utilities. It certainly

appears that rapid amortization of pollution control equipment

conflicts with this prior legislative objective.

Similarly, an economic trade-off appears to exist in cities

with bad pollution problems. An antipollution rule criticized

as slowing economic growth in areas with dirty air was recently

softened by a Senate Committee, allowing a two-year delay of the

standard. The point is that social considerations must be balanced
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and the cost of programs must.be carefully considered. A key area

of concern was the auto industry's impact on Detroit since the

air pollution legislation had the potential of not permitting 1978-model

cars to be produced in the summer of 1977; to soften the economic

impact the legislation was extended two years into the future in

terms of requiring adherence. 14

Further trade-offs in public policy occur between conservation

and pollution control. Recent conversions from gas to coal--a

desirable move according to the Federal Energy Administration--result

in problems with the Environmental Protection Agency over clean~air

rules in the burning of coal. A coordination of National goals is

needed asa means of gaining social goals and economic efficiency.15

Support of pollution programs is evident in the low--cost

funds (backed hy the Small Business Administration) made available

to small firms to fight pOllution16 , as well as support of an

investment credit (although it is remaining at the 10% level).

However, with conflicting equity.and efficiency considerations,

and disputes over the need for an investment tax credit on the

grounds that business' share of Gross National Product (based on

Corporate Income Tax Collections) has been cut 35% while other

taxes have risen 46%,17 there is a need to assess propriety of

policy.

Regulated fi.rms face the problem of.· technological progress

outrunning the allowances for depreciation and.react by postponement

of asset replacement (with economically more efficient new assets)

unless it is permitted to continue to charge customers the capital

f h o. d ° f' O' 0 . 18 GOcosts 0 te unamortlze portl0n 0 prevl0us lnvestments. lven
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that it is desirable for utilities to install the most efficient

pollution control devices, the pollution facility rapid depreciation

method eliminates th.is traditional troublespot in replacement

decisions. But again, the real issue is whether a company is

motivated to invest in an expensive qualifying pollution control

facility when an alternative, more efficient means is available for

controlling pollution and completing operations in an optimal manner.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE TRADE-OFF

BETWEEN REAL PRODUCTIVE EFFICIENCY AND

ECONOMIC TAX-ADVANTAGED ALTERNATIVES

A key determinant of. the preference for pollution control

facility investment is the Averch-Johnson effect. Cowing clearly

demonstrates the capital-intensive bias induced by the regulatory

constraint compared with the case of the unregulated firm. 19

Specific analyses of effluent charges need to be individually

examined to ascertain the proper social policy; there are important

differences between industries and their need for effluent charges.

The extensiveness and stringency of regulation needs to be tailored

to particular sets of circumstances. Despite recognition of the

need to have effluent charges assessed on business~s, ways of

lessening their impact on business have also been formulated.

Politicians have determined a need to "share" effluent charges via

rapid amortization, but the cost of this sharing in the form of

disincentives to make efficient purchase decisions has been largely

ignored.

The following Table 3 will provide the ratio of present value
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of straight-line depreciation to the present value of rapid

amortizati.on over varied useful lives and with an investment net of

salvage value of $100 million. These ratios represent the weightings

of operating costs. of nonqualifying versus qualifying equipment which

would be accepted as an acceptable trade-off by a public utility.

Since depreciation represents a pure timing difference, while

operating costs represent a true gain in production efficiency,

decisions oas.ed on qualification for rapid amortization result in a

loss of efficiency via distorted input mix and higher prices. In

table two total capital costs were treated as s.ubject to Section 169,

the size of table three figures should be more representative of

the normal investment decis.ion.

TABLE 3
Comparison of Present Values of Straight-Line Depreciation and

Rapid 60-Month Amortization20

14

5 years SL 20,000 annuity x 3.7908 = $75,816
Rapid 20,000.4 annuity x 3.7908 == $75,818

Adjus.tment for Investment Tax Credit : 100,000 x .10 x 4/7 x .85 =
$4,845 for SLand $2422.5 for Rapid Pollution Facility Amortization
(Note that the 15% ITV-AFDC adjustment is made & Rapid = .5 of SL)

RATTO OF ADJUSTED SLTQ RAPID 80,661/78240.5 = 1.031

10 years: SL 10,000 annuity x 6.1446 = $61,446
Rapid 20,000.4 x 3.7908 = $75,818

Same investment credit is adjusted out: 66,291/78240.5 = .84727 RATIO

15 years : SL 6,666.7 x 7.6061 = $50,707.586
Rapid 20,000.4 annuity x 3.7908 = $75,818

Same investment credit is adjusted out: 55,552.6/78,240.5 = .71 RATIO

20 years : 8L 5,000 annuity x 8.5136 = $42,568
Rapid 15/20 of hasis = 75,000 resulting in a 15,000 annuity
x 3.7908= $56,862 + 5,000 annuity from year 15 to 20
(8.5136 -7.6061) =56,862 +4,537.5 = ~61,399.5

Same investment credit is adjusted out: 47,413/63,822 = .743 RATIO



CONCLUSION

Numerous debates on the propriety of rapid amortization for

pollution facilities, the investment credit,and the priority of

pollution as a s'ocial concern versus economic factors complicate
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the analysis of Section ··169 and· its impact on utilities f decision

making. However, with simplified computations of depreciation,

investment credit, and present value discounting, it was determined

that a key factor in decision making is th.e useful life of the

asset involved. If that life is 7 years, a utility has an incentive

to trade-off real cost saving advantages for the postponement of

tax payments, if operating: costs are not properly included in the

analysis. This tendency is reinforced by the Averch-Johnson

rate base argument and suggests· that consumers can be worse off under

particular accounting practices.

It is hoped that the specification of key variables accompanied

by footnotes describing computations, will improve our understanding

of this area. Additional research is needed on the influence of

operating cost factors in the investment decision making of

utilities. The low sulfur fuel versus qualifying and nonqualifying

scrubbers examples provided in this paper demonstrate how varied

alternatives can be compared in light of Section 169 of the Internal

Revenue Code.
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